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Abstract 
Nowadays, with the rapid development of Information technology, workflow 

management technology has undoubtedly become the basic component of enterprise 

information system construction, the research and application level regarding workflow 

management technology directly determine the level of enterprise information system. 

By virtue of using workflow management system within enterprises, could advance the 

operating efficiency of business processes and enhance enterprise competition ability. 

  This paper describes the origin and status of workflow management, analyses on the 

base of the workflow reference model of Workflow Management Coalition; discusses 

the overall requirements of workflow management system, especially for large-scale 

enterprises, which includes workflow engines, process design tools, administration and 

monitoring tools, and client tools thesis four essential components; as well as studies on 

the workflow modeling techniques and adopts the method based on UML activity 

diagram to achieve modeling. Along with proposes a design and realization method 

concerning how to construct a workflow management structure, which utilizes J2EE 

lightweight workflow engine to meet changeful business processes and diverse 

deployment environments.  
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1 Introduction 

This is a master thesis in Computer Science which has 10 credit has been written at 

Vaxjo University.  

In the Chapter a main idea of this thesis will be discussed, including its background, 

why we choose topic, and which kind of problems will be solved in this thesis, as well 

as how the except outcomes.  

1.1 Background 

With the development of computer technology, the traditional concept about only treat 

the information system as the customized and high cost database application is 

gradually changing. Enterprises hope by virtue of information system to control, 

monitoring, optimize execution of business processes, to achieve the purpose of 

enhancing work efficiency, reducing resources waste and flexible controlling. Such 

changes require a fresh information service system, which has open software 

architecture, covering the entire application areas, such as e-commerce, 

telecommunications, banking, manufacturing, education industry and so on. [1] 

  Accordingly, the future information system must support multiple data sources, 

which are independent of each other, and interaction between existed applications in 

heterogeneous distributed network, meanwhile is able to suit the speedy development 

and variable business requirements. 

  In order to adjust to development of modern information systems, in the 1980s the 

workflow technology concepts had already been proposed, whereas thanks to limited 

conditions, until the 1990s, the workflow technology begins to develop fast. On the one 

hand, the rapid development of Internet and computer technology laid a solid 

foundation for workflow technology. The other hand, workflow technology provides a 

better solution for the increasing complexity business process of enterprises. With enter 

the 21
st
 century, workflow technology gradually establish its status within the software 

market. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

In the traditional large-scale enterprises, especially those in the developing courtiers, on 

the one hand, business processes are very complicated, in order to adapt marketing 

changes, timely adjustment according to business processes is needed, apparently 

customized application system is unable to meet this demand and to know running 

situation in time, it directly affects the leadership’s decision making. On the other hand, 

enterprises especially those are not engaged in computer industry and do not intend to 

spend too much money on system development, have introduced plentiful customized 

application systems, which cannot connect with each other, forming the data island and 

eventually causing tremendous waste of resources.  

To solve this problem, design and construct a well-workflow management framework 
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based on enterprise requirements turns into a good solution.  

Within the world range, there are circa several hundred manufacturers whose 

business correlate to BPM (Business Process Management) and workflow, however, 

there are still some structure defects exist specially for large enterprises, such as single 

database, lack of communication support, do not support heterogeneous environments, 

and difficult for upgrading and maintenance.  

Since most of large enterprises usually possess of complex business, many branches 

and spread widely, network remote cooperation, multiple databases, and extensibility 

are essential requirements for enterprise.  

1.3 Goal Criteria 

In order to solve above problem, I plan to design a workflow management framework 

with the workflow technology, which can realize the pluggable application and EAI 

(Enterprise Application Integration) seamless integration of the WFMS (Workflow 

Management System) in the enterprise. Via analyzes basic components of the overall 

WFMS (Workflow Management System) demands, construction design the system 

architecture and technical framework, so that to fulfill:  

(1) Construct lightweight workflow engines based on web, which can configure 

flexibly, realize the system architecture that can separate the business process from 

application software, and business rules, as well as separate the business data from the 

control data. 

(2) Fulfill the graphical definition of business processes on the workflow engine to fit 

the growing business demands, build business processes suited to their own 

environment. Supply users and developers with diverse views; naturally achieve 

cooperation between business and technical areas. 

(3) The design will be open for the visual administration, supervision and statistics of 

the process on the workflow engine, as well as provide business management tools to 

optimize management and business process reengineering. 

1.4 Restrictions 

On the ground of time limitation and lack of knowledge about relative technologies, my 

thesis only emphasize on part of modeling and construction design. About the concrete 

implementation and programming I do not intend to realize, merely propose some 

methods and techniques that are able to accomplish my construction design. 

1.5 Outline 

Chapter Two describes the workflow technical background and theory, standards, 

development, classification and the reference model that will be used. After studying the 

theory, the analysis was explained in Chapter Three. Chapter Four covers a discussion 

in details of how to modeling and design the required system, especially the various 
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components and interfaces of this workflow management system. A demo, which the 

Application of our construction design in certain enterprise project is presented in 

Chapter Five. Chapter Six covers the conclusion of the thesis and how well the result 

reaches the Goal Criteria. It also contains a discussion about how the work should be 

continued in the future. 
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2 Technical Background 

In order to solve the problem commendably, analyze the technical theory turn into an 

important part. Hence, this section plans to be an introduction and a preparation for the 

following sections. 

2.1 Workflow Technology Origin and Development 

Workflow technology started in the 1970s and the concept of workflow originated in the 

production organization and office automation field. SCOOP, the prototype system, 

which developed by Michael D. Zisman in University of Pennsylvania, together with 

OfficeTalk series experimental system that developed by Clarence A. Ellis, Gray J. Nutt  

and someone else in Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, are the primal of office 

automation system. They represent the beginning of Workflow Technology. However on 

account of computer, network as well as software development technologies’ 

restrictions at that time, workflow technology development was deficient. 

Until the 1980s, workflow technology began to apply in commerce, during this 

period, workflow technology at its budding stage, people gradually realize the 

importance of workflow technology, feel technical facilitate brought from workflow 

technology. Withal the workflow technology had some progress. [2] 

The development of computer and network technology offer workflow technology 

the infrastructure, thus promote its development. During the 1990s, workflow 

technology has experienced the considerable development, all kinds of standardization 

organizations started to enact relevant standards and spread widely its application. At 

that moment, more canonical workflow technology standards, which established by a 

number of international standard organizations, appeared, consequently ensure its status 

in computer science. Workflow technologies widely apply in telecommunications 

industry, software engineering, manufacturing, finances, banking, scientific experiments, 

hygiene, shipping industry and office automation. 

After entering the 21st century, competition in the international market is becoming 

increasingly fierce. International trades between enterprises enhance rapidly, enterprises 

walk up to internationalization, and require enterprise enable to manage restructuring 

about business process fleetly. Market diversification demands enterprise information 

system to adapt to market changes quickly; competition among enterprises requests 

office production efficiency advance; Meanwhile, according to market and customer 

requirements enterprises need to use Process Management (project management) and 

process integration methods to raise the management level. All these bring the 

workflow technology development new opportunities and challenges.  

In recent years, with the expansion of enterprise, its internal information system scale 

has become large, internal and external business processes tend to centralization. The 

development and maturity of Web services standards providing implementation 

possibility for enterprise distributed application, via workflow technology integrates 

business process to achieve business process automation management, has turned into 
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an essential part that solve enterprise information system. It could predict that the 

workflow technology will become infrastructure of IT in the future.  

2.2 Workflow 

2.2.1 Definition 

Work flow，from emergence of then concept till current prosperity, has gone through 

several different stages, in each development stage, people give different definitions on 

the concept of Workflow. 

Like IBM Almaden Research Center and Geprgakopoulos these organizations have 

their own definitions concerning workflow. Otherwise, there are also other definitions 

about workflow given by researchers and developers from diverse point of view. Until 

1993, Workflow Management Coalition has been founded, which is a grouping of 

companies, with the objectives of identifying common standards or terminology and 

develop appropriate specifications for diverse functions or implementation in workflow 

products, so that achieve a level of interoperability the workflow product 

standardization and the interoperability between heterogeneous workflow products and 

improved integration of workflow applications. [5] 

Workflow Management Coalition defines workflow as “The automation of a business 

process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from 

one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules.” [3] 

2.2.2 Workflow Terminology and Glossary 

The Workflow Management Coalition identifies workflow emphasize the 

interoperability between business processes and participants potentially, as well as the 

automation of a business process. Basic concepts and terminology associated with 

workflow as followed. 

Business Process: “A set of one or more linked procedures or activities, which 

collectively realize a business objective or policy goal, normally within the context of 

an organizational structure defining functional roles and relationships.” 

Activity: “A description of a piece of work that forms one logical step within a 

process. An activity may be a manual activity, which does not support computer 

automation, or a workflow (automated) activity. A workflow activity requires human 

and/or machine resources(s) to support process execution; where human resource is 

required an activity is allocated to a workflow participant.” [3] 

Process Definition: “The representation of a business process in a form, which 

supports automated manipulation, such as modeling, or enactment by a workflow 

management system. The process definition consists of a network of activities and their 

relationships, criteria to indicate the start and termination of the process, and 

information about the individual activities, such as participants, associated IT 

applications and data, etc.” [3] 

Process Instance: “The representation of a single enactment of a process, or activity 
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within a process, including its associated data. Each instance represents a separate 

thread of execution of the process or activity, which may be controlled independently 

and will have its own internal state and externally visible identity, which may be used as 

a handle, for example, to record or retrieve audit data relating to the individual 

enactment.” [3] 

A process instance is created, managed and (eventually) terminated by a workflow 

management system, in accordance with the process definition. [5] 

  Workflow Participants: A resource which performs the work represented by a 

workflow activity instance. This work is normally manifested as one or more work 

items assigned to the workflow participant via the work list. 

2.3 Workflow Management System 

2.3.1 Workflow Reference Model 

In the development process of workflow technology, appears a variety of workflow 

techniques and relative products based on these concepts. In order to unify workflow 

concepts, form unified standards and facilitate the realization of interaction between 

different workflow, Workflow Management Coalition (WFMC) has defined a common 

standard concerning workflow. [5] 

The Workflow Reference Model defined by WFMC as followed (Figure 2.1): 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1 Workflow Reference Model- Components & Interfaces 
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Workflow Reference Model identifies the basic workflow architecture which be 

adopted when develop the Workflow Management System (WFMS). Within this 

workflow includes five major components, Workflow Enactment Service, Process 

Definition Tools, Workflow Client Applications, Invoked Application and Administration 

and Monitoring Tools. As the core part, Workflow Enactment Service ensures various 

activities are able to carry on by right participants and in correct order, with using the 

process definition tools. Apart from the description of process and organization structure, 

these tools often provide facilities for technical analysis. Work-items or activities via 

client applications are offered to users or invoke other applications. After users select one 

activity from the worklist, the particular work may be executed, sometimes more 

applications are necessary. The workflow administration and monitoring tools supply 

workflow tracking, instance control and participants.  

Figure 2-1 also illustrates the five interfaces within the workflow architecture, 

workflow components cooperate with these interfaces accordingly form a complete 

workflow management system.  

These five interfaces respectively are:  

Interface 1: Process Definition Tools Interface, defines a standard interface between 
definition tools and modeling and the workflow engines The interface may support the 

exchange of process definition information, as well as the creation and modification 

workflow definition tools. Functions are included: open and close a connection, access to 

workflow definition, and open, create, preserve a process definition.  

Interface 2: Workflow Client Application Interface, which identifies the APIs for 
client applications to request services from the workflow engine to control the 

progression of processes, activities and work-items.  

Interface 3: Invoked Application Interface, which allows the workflow engine to 
invoke a variety of applications, through common agent software.  

Interface 4: Workflow Interoperability Interface, the definition of workflow 
interoperability models and the corresponding standards to support inter-working and 

ensure workflow engines interaction.  

Interface 5: Administration & Monitoring Tools Interface, a common interface that 

provides administration and monitoring functions for workflow services. 

Workflow Management Coalition enables these five interfaces standardization, create a 

comprehensive workflow management system and achieve interoperability between 

workflow products. Through classified components and interface, Workflow 

Management Coalition identifies the workflow management system architecture, divides 

logic system components, utilizes an unified interface standards, result in workflow 

management system is capable of to interact with external application tools, that supplies 

by the same manufacturer or different manufacturers, but the precondition is these tools 

have to follow WFMC standards. Users can also choose any vendors’ products, or 

develop a tool by themselves, which belongs one interface.  

The five interfaces areas are usually provided via Application Programming Interface 

(APIs) which is called WAPI (Workflow API) and interchange formats to users, to the 

effort that simplify the development process, decrease costs and enhance efficiency. 

Consequently, WAPI is regarded as a unified service interface to support Workflow 
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Management functions.  

2.3.2 Essential Technology Infrastructure 

For a comprehensive workflow system, only have workflow management system 

software is extraordinary deficient. It should be a common architecture consists of 

hardware and software architecture. [1] As displayed in figure 2.2.  

 

 
 

Figure2.2 Workflow technology infrastructural facilities 

 

As represented in Figure 2.2, besides the workflow management system, there are 

appropriate technology infrastructural facilities in the architecture. The main components 

include: 

Operating Systems: server operating system commonly adopts multi-user, multi-task 

operating system, like UNIX or Linux, to adapt a large number of tasks processing, while 

Client usually uses modern windows operating systems, such as Windows series 

operating systems.  

Database management system: present information system is incapable of the support 

of database system that plays an indispensable role in the workflow management system. 

WFMS utilizes the Database System Persistence business process definition and business 

process instance, to preserve process control data and business data, and to guarantee the 

system robustness. In general, WFMS should independent of the particular database 

systems, when problems occur, requires optimization for specific database system. 

Application Procedures: For one thing, application procedures provide support for task 

execution, usually are standard packages, such as word processing software. For another 

thing, applications for WFMS inter-application legacy systems or cross-enterprise 

business. The interface that provided by these legacy systems and other enterprise 

applications probably utilizes a variety of technologies to achieve. Workflow 

management system identifies uniform standards that interact between legacy systems or 

enterprises, startup or end external procedures, exchange data in several systems, thereby 

realize enterprise application integration. 

Workflow Management System: With the support of all above components, workflow 
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management system can operate very well, Its interaction in all components, exchange 

information, cope with tasks and implement Business Process automation management. 

All of components are essential elements for workflow management system when 

execute WFMS, the related system suchlike, hardware, operating system, database system 

etc. must be considered, they could therefore work together. For the inappropriate choice 

will result in reliable applications, eventually lead to unnecessary losses.  

2.4 Workflow Management System Classifications   

Workflow technologies focus on enterprise’s management of business process, Business 

Process, according to process repeatability can be divided into the cycle repetition, the 

ruleless repetition and the unique; in accordance with degree about structure of tasks and 

activities may be categorized fully structured, semi-structured and unstructured. The 

business process logic of fully structure could be confirmed in advance, that is, it could 

establish a rigorous work plan. Semi-structured logic of the process probably can be 

predefined one part and other parts would be determined according to specific conditions. 

Unstructured activities order cannot be ascertained prior. Workflow management system 

is most suitable for the flow of the ruleless repetition structure. [3] 

The traditional classification generally classifies workflow bases on business process, 

the underlying implementation technology, task transfer mechanism. 

Bases on business process implementation and the level of its simulation, workflow 

management system can separate into four categories: management workflow, enactment 

workflow, collaboration workflow, production workflow. Thereinto workflow 

management can manage simple business processes; Enactment workflow applies for 

users’ specific demands; collaboration workflow simulates task collaboration between 

resources; Production workflow usually uses for mass, complicated heterogeneous 

environment, to resolve actual problem existed in production system. 

Workflow in term of its technology classifies three parts: communication-centered 

workflow, document-centered workflow and process-centered workflow. The first two 

workflow respectively realize by e-mail and document routing technology, function is 

not strong enough only apply for small nonproductive system. Process-centered 

workflow constructs on database system so as to adapt the production field application 

and commonly provide better services. The Workflow Management System discussed 

on this paper is the process-centered workflow. 

2.5 Workflow Management System Effect 

Make use of the analysis of workflow technology structure and improvement of 

business process, to carry on business process modeling and transformation, along with 

advance organizational efficiency, benefits and work performance. In virtue of 

workflow technologies effectively that implement ideal business process through 

information technology and construct enterprise information system, which enable to 

deal with future changes. Introduction of workflow technology, in software 

development and business both benefit.  
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2.5.1 Simplify Enterprise Software Development 

Traditional enterprise software development did not separate business processes and 

application and business process frequently is hard-coded in software, which are often 

unable to adapt to growth of business, but also bring hardness to maintenance. In the 

enterprise software development, introduce workflow technology that can benefit in the 

following areas [11].  

Reduce development risks: workflow technologies offer the unified view to business 

analysis and developers; they can use the same modeling language for communicating, 

carry out their duties or issues and achieve the developing task.  

Centralized business process: after utilizing workflow technology, business process 

did not achieved by coding any more, but defined by standardized business process in 

WFMS administration. When the growth of business cause changes in business 

processes, merely need to amend the definition of business process then may complete 

reengineering without changing code. 

Accelerate the application development: with the introduction of workflow 

technology, developers do not have to care about business process and the distribution 

of participants in the process, so that the development improvement and codes become 

easier to maintain.  

2.5.2 Facilitate Business Management  

In the development of enterprise information system, the technology of workflow can 

separate execution from administration, acquire centralized management features for 

providing administrators, the abilities of administration and monitoring of business 

process, audit various indicators of business operation and show operation condition. 

According to www.e-workflow.org analysis, workflow technology brings following key 

benefits to the business process:  

“Improved efficiency – automation of many business processes results in the 

elimination of many unnecessary steps  

Better process control – improved management of business processes achieved 

through standardizing working methods and the availability of audit trails  

Improved customer service – consistency in the processes leads to greater 
predictability in levels of response to customers  

Flexibility – software control over processes enables their re-design in line with 
changing business needs. 

Business process improvement – Focus on business processes leads to their 
streamlining and simplification.”[8] 
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3 Workflow Management System Analysis  

3.1 System Requirements 

As a complete workflow management system, need to achieve basic components and 

interfaces of Workflow Management Coalition Reference Model, and also require to 

accord with particular application. In the Workflow reference model, workflow 

enactment services is the core component, contains one or more workflow engines. Via 

workflow engine interface, users is able to design business process through process 

definition tool for business as the workflow engine import; execute business process 

collaborate with a number of participants to achieve operation through client 

applications; through administration and monitoring tools manage business process 

operation status, and termination, suspension, activation of the relevant process. The 

basic Workflow Management System figure discussed within this paper shown in 

Figure 3.1.  

 

 

 
 

Figure3.1 Basic Workflow Management System Figure 
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3.1.1 Workflow Engine Requirements 

Workflow engine is the chief within workflow management system. As the core of 

WFM System control and implementation, it is responsible for interpreting and 

controlling execution of various complicated workflow process, whilst synchronize 

reaction of each client, navigate corresponding task scheduling and resource allocation 

between process activities to provide interfaces for other components. Business process 

can control the execution under engine’s management, supervision and scheduling. 

Thereby, within the workflow engine, run efficiency and safety of process are directly 

determined by performance and reliability. Workflow engine provides the runtime 

execution environment and typically includes such functional requirements:  

Interpretation the definition of process; 

Responsible for creation, termination, suspension, activation, etc. of process 

instances; 

In charge of resources allocation; initiate the call external applications;  

Maintenance of workflow control data and workflow relevant data;  

An interface to support users monitoring and administration  

3.1.2 Requirements of Process Design Tools 

Graphic process design tools provide visualization interface, use independent graphic 

elements replace process definition language so that hide its implementation details, 

reduce the learning curve. Requirements of graphic process design tools are envisaged 

to contain the following areas:  

� Visualization business process definition, and identify types of resources for tasks 

and activities.  

� Graphical elements of process definition, as well as manipulations -- copy, paste, 

delete, etc.  

� Support for sequential routing, parallel routing and diversified workflow models. 

� Support a simple logical definition of business and work list definition.  

� The dynamic deployment of business processes.  

� The business process reengineering.  

� Provide distinct views of business process and advanced control for senior technical 

staff.  

3.1.3 Requirements of Client Tools 

Client Tools, which used for distributing activities within workflow management 

system, accomplished by work list handlers and users operation together. As defined in 

the paper “Workflow Management Coalition Terminology & Glossary”, Work list 

refers to a list of work items associated with a specific workflow participant or a group 

of participants who may share a common work list. The work list forms part of the 

interface between a workflow engine and the work list Handler. [2] The Work list 

handler is the software entity, which charges for work list and fulfills interaction with 
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the end user in the activities.  

The work list handler could be written by a user or may be supplied as part of a 

workflow management system. There is an example has proposed in “WFM Coalition 

Terminology & Glossary”: the work list handler provides a particular common house 

style for use with a number of different workflow applications utilizing different 

vendor's products. [2]  

In the workflow reference model, interaction occurs between the client application 

and the workflow engine through a well-defined interface, which is a work list. In the 

simplest case, the work list is accessible to the workflow engine with the objective of 

completing particular work items and to the work list handler in order to acquire work 

items for the user to process, realize this work list interaction at one time. [4] There are 

several essential demands described above: 

� Users’ personal information maintenance;  

� Supply business process with the user instantiation;  

� The personal work list handler for user;  

� Support execution, termination tasks and homogeneous functions to users.  

3.1.4 Requirements of Administration and Monitoring Tools 

For any enterprise-level information system, administration and monitoring tool is a 

common and integrant function, even for workflow management system there is no 

exception. Within practical applications, especially in enterprise applications, multiple 

accidents inevitably occur between systems during implementation process, correctly 

and timely handle these accidents for ensuring a well run is of great significance.  

Besides, take sufficient account of overall circumstances on the phase of system 

design and advance the reliability and robustness of applications, for the purpose of 

providing well administration and monitoring tools, it is an effective method, which 

improves system flexibility and fully explores human beings’ intelligence on dealing 

with complicated problems. 

Administration and monitoring tool is capable of supervise the whole view of the 

status of workflow, no matter what system it is, it also presents a serial function for 

administration purposes, including specific considerations of security, control and 

authorization. [4] 

� Manage various software entities and system resources within system;  

� Supervise all process definition and implement the corresponding authority control 

in the system;  

� Monitoring system for all process instances, offer functions -- initial, activation, 

suspension, termination, etc; 

� Record and preserve the process audit trail or event log, statistical analyze on 

control data (counts, thresholds, usage parameters, etc)  
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3.2 System Architecture  

3.2.1 Workflow System Architecture 

According to the Workflow reference model and description of WFM system 

requirements discussed previously in Section 3.1, the system probably are divided into 

several modules, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 Workflow System Architecture 

 

As displayed in Figure 3.2, the abstract architecture of workflow management system 

consists of Workflow enactment service, Process definition tool, Work list, 

Administration & Monitoring and so forth modules. 

Workflow enactment services may contain one or more workflow engines, in addition, 

supply running containers for the workflow management system. While the workflow 

management system runs, interaction happens between the interfaces provided by 

workflow enactment services and other modules, and operations would be finished by 

their cooperation. 

Process definition and rule definition these two modules respectively define the 

process definition tool and rule definition and workflow enactment service interfaces. 

Process definition provides business process descriptions, in conjunction with rules 

definition provides business rules involved in business process, regard as the input of 

workflow enactment services, give an exact definition of business process together.  

Work list module is an interface used to interact with clients. Through work list, the 

client find, execute or terminate work items. Work list is the reflection of the executive 
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process instance, workflow engines place work items within the process instance onto 

work list.  

Application module involves internal legacy systems and external applications, is a 

part of the enterprise information system. When executing the process instance, 

workflow engines base on description of process definition to activate applications 

necessary to manipulate particular activities. Afterwards with the application come into 

use, completing operations by applications and workflow management system. 

Administration and monitoring module supplies the related parameters as WFM 

system run, displays systems running; manages process definition and instances, 

supervises process instances and application running condition; regulates and optimizes 

operation parameters, concludes application data, queries and recognizes the log records 

and correlative functions.  

Workflow relevant data is data used by the workflow management system, which 

available to the state of process instance, tasks and activities status messages. It 

determines the state transitions of control workflow as well as instance operation state.  

Application data is managed by the specific applications supporting the process 

instance, or possibly accessible by other applications. With utilizing the uniform data 

view supported by workflow application data to facilitate centralized management about 

the data. 

As manifested in Figure 3.2, many modules within the workflow management flow 

supplement and cooperate with each other to complete tasks. In this system, workflow 

enactment services module is the core of the system components and system operation 

center. Other components supply workflow enactment service with input/output tools to 

facilitate the design, management of business process and workflow participants.  

3.2.2 System Technical Structure 

According to the needs and architecture of system, the technical structure must be 

supporting well in terms of reliability, expansibility, robustness, efficiency and security. 

Thereby, it is advisable to adopt J2EE multilayer structure as our system, with the 

objectives for unifying the interfaces and protocols amongst layers; reducing the 

coupling between the layers; keep the system structure clear and easy to extend, develop 

or maintain. system structure as indicated in Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3 Workflow Management System Technology Structure 

 

As revealed from Figure 3.3, the workflow management system discussed in this 

thesis consists of four layers, the Client, Web layer, Service layer and Enterprise 

information & system layer. Within the system, every layer is the logical division and 

the abstract of the system on the technical level. Every layer has its own application, is 

only responsible for its higher level, while the higher level just rely on its direct next 

layer, the access between layers via well-definition interfaces to achieve.  

The client is the entrance where users access system. This layer mainly charges for 

presenting customers the function of the system, accepting user’s input, submitting the 

manipulation to the Web layer, fulfilling the user and system interaction. The tools that 

offered by this layer generally are browsers, such as Internet Explorer of Microsoft and 

FireFox of Mozilla. On the other hand, the system also introduces the rich client 

technology to remedy the shortcomings exist in the browser as well as provide a 

high-quality user experience.  

Web layer, which supplies system components of the operating environment, 

involves process definition tools, administration and monitoring tools. When the client 

through the browser to access the system, the layer will choose a suitable application 

according to the user's request, so that handle the customer’s action, then demonstrate 

results via JSP (Java Server Page) or Servlets technology. Process definition tools offer 

GUI (Graphical User Interface) in company with realize functions of graphical process 

definition deployment by making use of RCP (Rich Client Platform) technology, whose 

applications utilize  probably to interact with the system, respond  users actions and 

unfold  the results  as a player is using process definition tools.  

  System services layer, the key layer among the system, supplies the unified 

data-access views and workflow engine services interfaces, meanwhile through these 

interfaces to preserve system information, call enterprises legacy system or external 

application. Services layer in the system provides workflow engine services for the 

operating environment, and functions of events, lifecycle, state management, 
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multithreading, resources memory and related complex components; offers a unified 

data access interface to shield the technical details. In this layer, all the services are 

packaged for J2SE components, via web services to provide web services use 

information system services.  

  Enterprise information system layer is the basic establishment layer, running pivotal 

information system software, which includes ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), 

supplement chain management, customer relationship management, database system 

and other legacy information systems.  

3.3 System Characteristics 

3.3.1 Lightweight framework based on J2EE system  

The system adopts the J2EE based lightweight system framework. J2EE (Java 2 

Platform Enterprise) is “a Java platform designed for the mainframe-scale computing 

typical of large enterprises” [9]. J2EE technologies take Java 2 standard Edition as base, 

own the platform independent characteristics, and provide general support of 

enterprise-level application solutions. J2EE is standard middleware architecture, aim at 

simplifying and standardizing application development and deployment in the multi-tier 

distributed environment. 

  Lightweight J2EE framework can simplifies programming model and provide 

containers that have response ability. Lightweight is designed to eliminate the 

complexity and constraints, integration of the latest technology, support the best 

practice, reducing the deployment difficulty of applications and shortening the 

deployment time, which exist in J2EE API. J2EE lightweight framework, which is 

independent of the specific platform interface, provides the pluggable components 

management mechanism, allow using POJO (Plain Old Java Objects) to achieve 

business logic;  

By virtue of IoC (Inversion of Control), resolving objects relations, fulfilling 

separation between business logic and infrastructure to be liable for maintenance; Make 

use of AOP (Aspect Oriented Programming) to offer better encapsulation for different 

processes, reusing code maximum. J2EE lightweight framework has the merits of 

enhancing flexibility and manageability, ease of component testing, integration and 

configuration.  

Withal, the system based on J2EE lightweight technology framework, could be 

deployed in Web environment as J2SE components, exist independent of the application 

server. 

3.3.2 RCP-based Graphical User Interface 

In the traditional software development, C/S (Client/Server) binds complicated business logic and 

operation with the user interface, the cost of application, maintenance and extension is extremely 

high. Instead of C/S, B/S (Browser/Server) remedies shortcomings of C/S, but unable to provide a 

good and efficient human-computer interaction and the friendly interface. RCP (Rich Client Platform) 
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is superior to B/S, gives the user high quality experiences, enriches interface elements and is easy to 

handle, furthermore the rich client adopts local interface invoking lead to more efficiency than B/S. 

In this case, our graphical user interface utilizes rich client technique to realize. 

The graphical designer of this system is best to adopt the Rich Client technology to 

realize. Supposed to supply drag and drop function of different workflow elements, 

process graphical definition, system cut panel, navigation, etc the graphical user 

interface elements and operations, enable procedures more friendly and reduce the 

learning difficulty. 

3.3.3 Independent of the Database System 

Database system, as the basic component, keeps the process definition, instances, the 

operation state, the workflow relevant data and other information. The workflow 

management system discussed in this paper use ORM (Object Relation Mapping) 

framework to store all relevant data. ORM framework map Java objects to table 

structure of the relational database, to access database. ORM framework shields 

database system for the details to ensure that the workflow management system 

independent of the various database systems, able to obtain the appropriate database 

system according to the level of enterprise.  

3.3.4 Rich Process Description Elements  

The demanded engine in the system not only support the process transitions, but also 

supply the split, join, interaction and sub processes, synchronism, asynchronism, 

activities and so forth. On the branches can define conditions; when join take place, 

multi-points may be activated at the same time; on some points, tasks are able to 

complete via sub processes creation as well.  

3.3.5 Enterprise Legacy Systems Integration 

Enterprise legacy applications refer to those applications in which a company or 

organization has already developed and run. In order to integrate legacy systems, there 

is a variety of technical approaches are proposed. For constructing this system, two 

optional methods probably are acceptable. The first one is that develop one message 

adapter for each application, transfer the application into the new format which can be 

understanding by workflow, after implementing the corresponding action, return results 

to the message adapter, and hand to legacy system for interpreting. Another approach is, 

encapsulating the legacy system to web services, supplying services in the standard 

approach to achieve the interaction among systems, and the seamless integration of 

workflow and legacy systems. 
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3.4 Workflow Modeling 

Workflow model is a kind abstract description of business process. In the workflow 

management system, workflow modeling is the use of certain modeling methods and 

tools, competing the handleable formal definition of transformation from the actual 

business process to the work engine, viz the business process definition. Workflow 

modeling generates standardized definition of business processes, describes the function 

and the implementation process of business process, ensure the relations of tasks and 

activities, allocate the resources that needed during the execution.  

Current common methods about workflow modeling mainly include the following 

categories: 

Petri net-based modeling method: complete theory, a better ability to describe, easy to 

formalized verification, analysis and simulation, but the strong theoretical basis, is 

difficult for learning and use. 

Activity network based modeling method: using the relationship between the 

activities as foundation for the establishing of a working model. The method is the most 

popular one for different workflow management system, which is characterized by its 

intuitionistic mode, easy to understand, but have the weak support functions.  

Based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) modeling method: about the 

industry standard UML language to set up the workflow management. Its characteristics 

contains unified standard, intuitionistic mode, facilitate map to other workflow model.  

Hereby, the workflow management system designed in this paper utilizes the 

modeling method based on the UML. 

3.4.1 Modeling Method Based on UML Activity Diagram 

Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a graphical language, which uses for visualizing, 

describing, structuring and documenting the software systems, has become the actual 

standard of software development at present. UML provides the different views 

concerning static and dynamic interaction of system, such as sequence diagrams, state 

diagrams, and activity diagrams, Thereof, activity diagram is used for capturing actions 

and their results. Activity diagram is a method that can express the system process, for 

example, how the action is created, what does action does (changes of objects’ state), 

when action happen (action sequence) and where it happens (activity zone). Activity 

diagram offers the branches, join and selection, these concepts to describe dynamic 

action in the system, realize dynamic modeling. In order to ensure the accuracy and 

validity of the business process, the formalized definition of activity diagram followed.  

Activity Diagram formal definition is that AD = (A, D, S, O, R, SS, ES, F, SL) is an 

activity diagram, used as an analysis tool to inspect when modeling if it is valid and 

logical associated with the process, which:  

A=Aa U As, Aa is the atomic activity, As represents the alternative activity; 

D=DbUDm expresses decision points set, which Db is the branch, Dm is join and 

satisfies: DbIDm=Φ and DbUDm=D； 
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S=SjU Sf is the synchronization tool set, which Sf represents the parallel branch, Sj is 

join and accords to SfI Sj=Φ and SfU Sj=S； 

O is the object set, including two attributes: On and Os, which On is the name of 

object, while Os expresses the state. 

R is the role set, represents the resources that charge for various activities that is the 

set of human, organization and application;  

SS is the initial state set; ES is the termination state set; 

SL：A→R describes the mapping relationship from the activity to role, and each 

activity completed by a specific role; 

F ⊆ (A U S U D) × (A U S U D U ES) U SS × (A U D U S) U (A U S U D) 
×OUO× (AU SUD) 

Set A according to the definition of UML can be classified into alternative activities 

and atomic activities. Atomic activities could not be subdivided, while alternative 

activities should describe specifically by another activity diagram, which is sub-process. 

Set D and S which on behalf of the different direction of process, depict for the control 

point of various implementation paths within activity diagram. Set O gives the 

definition of the main input/output objects for system activities, and able to track the 

state transitions, manifests the data resource requirements of the activities. Role set R 

and the mapping function SL express thread concept and also embodies the demand of 

diverse activities for human resources and organizational resources. Set F reveals 

connections between the elements. Based on the definition of the only one entrance and 

exit in the business process, it is possible to limit SS and ES contains merely one 

element, in respect that using variable SS and ES to represent respectively the initial and 

terminated state of activity diagram.  

  Workflow model is able to utilize a four-entity group activity diagram to realize, the 

formal definition as followed:  

G={N(Node), L(Link), E(Event), C(Condition)}, N={n1, n2, n3, …, ns} is the 

node set, on behalf of activities and tasks, L={<n1, n2>, <n2, n3>, …, <ni, nj>} 

expresses linked arc among nodes, E is the set of events on the linked arc, C denotes the 

corresponding conditional set of linked arc.  

According to the definition of workflow model and activity diagram, activity node N 

correspond to atomic activity A. L accord to synchronization tool S or decision point D, 

Set E and C is related to the trigger event set of D. Achieving the work flow model 

analysis and modeling of activity diagram based on UML.  

3.4.2   Workflow to Activity Diagram Mapping 

3.4.2.1 Mapping from Workflow Concept to Activity Diagram 

Activity diagram provides activities, branches, split, transition and other graphical 

elements, mapping workflow relevant technology concepts, depicts the enterprise 

business process, realizes the transformation from business process to process 

definition.  
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  The activity in the activity diagram is a group operation or related actions of system, 

which can be executed and obtain a certain result, and the result correspond to activities 

and tasks concept of the workflow. Transition within the activity diagram illustrates 

actions, the interrelationship between action and the execution order, corresponding to 

the workflow changes. Activity diagram shows the lifecycle of application running, may 

have a starting point and an end point, corresponding to the beginning and the end of 

workflow.  

In the activity diagram, the active partitions in terms of responsibility divide activities 

into several groups, corresponding into the workflow, the active partition describe the 

activities and tasks allocation of resources likewise. Activity Diagram can send and 

receive signals, which always have two ways, one represents sending a signal, and other 

is accepting a signal. Among them, sending signals corresponds to the send-clause 

statement that attached on activities, when using send-clause, both sending and 

accepting symbols transit depend on this activity. The activities in the workflow are able 

to invoke enterprise legacy systems or external applications by sending messages, 

likewise receive their response, so that realize enterprise application integration. Within 

the activities diagram, signals describe abstractly the workflow technology message. 

3.4.2.2 Mapping from Workflow Model to Activity Diagram 

Analyses workflow management system could from diverse point of views, such as 

Control Flow View utilizes different structures to depict running order between 

activities; Data View embodies the control data and application data; Resources View 

bewrites the resources (such as human, applications, equipments etc.) during the 

operation. Workflow model depicts integrated operation mode of the Control Flow View, 

make use of workflow model enable to achieve the business process modeling 

structurally. Workflow control model expresses a simple control flow model, by which 

can construct complex business processes. 

Sequence Routing Mode is the fundamental workflow mode; describing several 

activities are executed in sequence under a single thread of execution. Figure 3.4 is the 

activity diagram modeling for the sequence mode, activity A is the pre-task of B activity, 

only after A executing, B could be implemented.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.4 Sequence Routing Mode 

 

Parallel Routing mode depicts the condition where two or more activity instances are 

executing in parallel within the workflow, giving rise to multiple threads of control. [3]. 

In Figure 3.5, once A activity form filling is complete, B,C activity will be implemented 

in parallel, that is simultaneous.  
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Figure 3-5 Parallel Routing Mode 

 

Synchronization join mode shows the possible situation until two activities complete 

the parallel executing, which realized by And-join in the activity diagram. As illustrated 

in Figure 3-6, B, C is held until both of them finish the execution; the next activity A 

could probably be initiated. Synchronization join mode achieves concurrent activities 

synchronization.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Synchronization Join Mode 

 

Conditional Routing mode describes “a point within the workflow where a single 

thread of control makes a decision upon which branch to take when encountered with 

multiple alternative workflow branches”[3]. The details is represented in Figure 3.7, at 

the end of Activity A executing, system according to a thread of control or users’ input 

to ensure route, choose Activity B or C as the next action. 
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Figure 3-7 Conditional Routing Mode 

 

3.4.3 Workflow Model 

According to the definition of workflow, workflow model is usually classified resource 

model, process model and control process model, in conformity to workflow definition. 

Resource Model delineates the organizational structure between enterprises or within 

enterprises and the relation among the external application procedures in the workflow 

management system; process model expresses the variety of business processes; control 

model explains execution state, activities relationships, resources allocation and 

business rules.  

3.4.3.1 Business Process Model 

In the workflow management system, a business process takes advantage of activities, 

tasks these concepts, with sequence, parallel, branches, join, etc. structure modes to 

illustrate enterprise business and create the definition language that could understood by 

the workflow engines. A business process is capable of contain one or more tasks or 

activities, and can only start from an entrance and stop on a unified end node, that is just 

exist one start node and one end node. The graph 3.8 unfolds a clear workflow process 

model.  
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Figure3.8 Workflow Process Model 

 

In Figure 3.8, the definition process is composed by activity/task, router, relevant 

data and resources. Activity/task is the core in the process definition, the router between 

activities and tasks reflects the basic rules and business logic of the business process, as 

well as the relations of activities or tasks.  

3.4.3.2 Resource Model 

Resources indicate the personnel, equipments, application, etc. that relate to the 

business process. Resource model modeling for resources, in the process of 

implementation, according to the process definition allocate appropriate resources for 

activates and tasks, that is who is responsible for the implementation or which 

application activities request to interact.  

Application invoked by activities generally are enterprise legacy systems or external 

application, common applications can be divided into: enterprise resource planning, 

customer relation management, supply chain management, automatic office systems and 

external applications.  

  Task is the action of human and system interactive execution. In the realism world, 

the personnel usually in accordance with the organization structure, status and roles are 

classified as a certain group. By virtue of roles complete participants modeling, 

facilitate management and reveal responsibility scope of business.  

3.4.3.3 Control Model 

Process definition of the abstract business processes, workflow engines start a process 

definition, the system generates an example of the workflow process. Examples of 

process is a business process implementation, including the mandate, activities 

examples and examples of the state through the processes and activities state of the 

common tasks described the handling of the situation. 
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1. Process Instances Control Model 

A process instance’s running state consists of initiated, active, suspended, terminated, 

complete state. Initiated state: a process instance has been created but still not be 

implemented, it begins from triggering the start node. Active state: the process instance 

has been implemented and started. Suspended state: the process instance is quiescent 

and no activities or tasks are started until it is resumed through activate events. 

Terminated state: the execution of the process has been stopped abnormally; Complete 

state: all of activities or tasks has been accomplished normally, and the process instance 

meets the completion conditions. The above states transition is displayed in Figure 3.9. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9 State Transitions Graph for Activities Instances 

 

Figure 3.9 unfolds with a process instance starts, through the start node triggers, 

enters active state. As execution of all activities and tasks are over, the process instance 

automatically triggers the end node, and access to the complete state. In the process of 

running instances, the implementation is able to enter suspended state due to business 

rules; until the process instance meets the implementation conditions, restart the 

instance to return the active state. During active and suspended state, if there are special 

events occur, process instance could not be carried on, the instance is forced to stop and 

enter the terminated state.  

2. Activity Control Model 

Activity instance is an integral atomic action in the process instance, all activity 

instances achieve the running tasks together. Activity instance is the microstructure of 

process instances, their running state decide process instances’ operation state. Activity 

instances have active, suspended and terminated state.  

  Active state indicates the instance has already been created, resources have been 

allocated and is waiting for the operation or application response; Suspended state 

expresses the activity instance has fulfilled the condition for completion with a normal 

end; Terminated state identifies the implementation of the instance has been stopped 

because of error or user request. Figure 3.10 shows a clear relation between the states. 
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Figure 3.10 State Transitions Graph for Tasks, Activities Instances  

 

As displayed in Figure 3.10, within the execution, in accordance with the 

implementation path, the instance chooses tasks or activities to create activities 

instances. Launching into the instance and enter active state, waiting for the user operate 

or activate applications; If any abnormal conditions appear, activity instances turn into 

terminated state and transmit to the process instance, sot that terminate the execution. In 

addition, suspension and terminate functions cannot be finished until all activities have 

fulfilled and the process instance come back to a running state. 

3.5 Workflow Data 

Workflow Management System includes workflow enactment services, definition 

design tools and other components, among them progressing information exchange and 

storage in order to process analysis, system restoration or the system normal running.  

Data processing in the Workflow Management System is charged by the database 

management system, on the grounds that the Workflow Management System itself dose 

not provide the data storage. As the workflow management system starts, the 

information are read from the database system, configure applications, offer the services; 

save the status of the system for the resumption of next operations. The system is 

required to preserve the following data 

Process Definition: exhibit and preserve the abstract process definition, in particular 
definitions, tasks or activities information, Routing information and business rules. 

Process Instance: save the instance information of the process, including the 

example belongs to which process definition, the start or ending time, the present state 

information.  

Workflow Control Data: storage of data just as state information of each activity or 

workflow instance. Including business rules, workflow management system task list, the 

implementation of the state; 

Application data: Record business related or external application data. 
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Audit Data: A historical record of the process of the implementation details, or 

records for logging, related with particular transition and events during the workflow. 

For example, the state transition of process instance may be collected from part of the 

historical data, which is named audit data as well.  

3.6 Workflow Management System and Business System 

Integration  

Business Process represents “a group of related procedures or activities, which 

collectively realize a business objective or policy goal, normally within the context of 

an organizational structure defining functional roles and relationships.” [7] 

Activities and tasks corresponding to the business, functional relationships dictate 

that the implementation order and data flow relation of activities. System participants 

are responsible for the task implementation, choose work items from the list, execute 

and submit the item to the system, according to business process definition, the system 

manipulate relevant operations, assign the parameters, then continue to progress the 

next activities.  

Workflow management system and operational systems are usually built on the same 

platform. As the logic administrators of business process, the workflow management 

system build the process business within the scope of entire enterprise and through 

manage and monitor the execution of process instances to complete part of system 

functions. The relevant activities in the workflow management system achieved by the 

logical entities, and triggered by the workflow management system based on business 

rules. These software logical entities may deal with certain item, such as sending an 

e-mail, starting the external applications, realizing integration of the internal enterprise 

application, meanwhile could also carry on management or deployment via workflow 

administration and monitoring tools, finish business operation eventually under the 

unified control of workflow engines.  

Workflow management system and business system exist collectively, Workflow 

Management System by calling software components of the relevant subsystem to 

achieve the corresponding function, as well as able to access the database system, or use 

parameters transmission to exchange information. By utilizing business process of 

subsystems to strengthen control, handling capabilities of the business process.  

In the business process definition, activities on behalf system can automatically 

implement the operations function. While executing the process, automatically invoke 

enterprise legacy systems or enterprise resource planning, so as to realize the 

communications between the internal enterprise subsystems. This part of function is 

possible to fulfill through set the general Java components on activity points. The java 

components provide the external system access, data access, messaging and other 

functions.  
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4 Construction Design of Workflow 

Management System 

4.1 Workflow Engine Design 

Workflow engine, the key component of workflow management system, receive for the 

business process definition from the outside, analyze process definition, generate 

process instances, through the promotion of external resources to complete the state 

transformation and tasks handling, accomplish operational implementation eventually.  

4.1.1 Process Definition Model Design 

Process definition, which is a kind of abstract description of a business process, 

standardize the sequencing of activities or work items that are in one business process, 

carry out their transition by routing. Business rules achieved by branch nodes express 

the different paths of the implementation.  

  Because of the description of process definition, in the process definition model, 

concept logic include, start nodes, task nodes, activity nodes, sub flow nodes, end nodes. 

Structure logic involves split nodes, branch nodes, join nodes, identifies the business 

implementation steps, routes and rules, and defines the logical relations of various 

nodes in conceptual logic. All nodes could adhere to certain actions and events, such as, 

send an email, startup a task notification, log etc. Action as Java code realized a certain 

function, can be conveniently attached to nodes, achieve customization functions.  

  Thus, a whole process definition is formed by a set of concept logic nodes and 

structure logic nodes, as well as action sets that attach those nodes. Function of these 

nodes as follow: 

  Start node: the beginning of process definition, all the process definition must and 

have only one start node.  

  Task node: A task node represents one or more tasks can be executed by any one. 

When come one task node, task instances will be created in the list of a workflow 

participant, wait for the execution of the participant. With the end of the execution, the 

completion of the task node could trigger one new execution.  

  Activity node: A node is able to execute automatically within the process, can 

facilitate the embedding of business logic, call external applications, and integrate 

enterprise procedure.  

  End node: give the definition the completion point, all process definition must have 

only one end node.  

  Split node: A split node divides one execution thread into a number of branches; 

these branches will proceed autonomously and independently.  

  Join node: A join node coverage more execution threads into one thread, it 

simultaneously appears with a split node, finishes split activities or tasks. 
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  Branch node: A branch node depicts the business process and rules, identify the 
decision point during process execution. With respect to the decision pattern, there are 

personnel decisions, the process state decision-making, the external application 

decision-making.  

  Take advantage of the object-oriented design method to design the nodes of a process 

definition, the static structure diagram of these nodes shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Process Definition Model Class Diagram. The static 

structure of various nodes 

 

After the workflow engine interprets the process definition, it is necessary to save the 

process definition into the database to prolong it. On one hand, process definition does 

not need to redeployment after resume, on the other hand, process instances is also 

unnecessary of re-interpretation the process definition, lead to speed up the efficiency. 

According to the Figure 4.1, the process definition, nodes, actions, the role requires to 

preserve to the database. Their corresponding table structures design as follow:  

Process definition table (as shown in Figure 4.2): record the basic information, 

including process numbers, names, descriptions, versions (allow the existence of 

multiple versions for the same process), the start node (the entrance of the process 

implementation), and other attributes. 
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Figure 4.2 Process Definition Table Structure 

 

Node definition table (as shown in Figure 4.3): record the information of nodes, 

including numbers, names, types (distinguish type of certain node based on its 

respective attributes such as tasks, activities, branch, these information which have 

already stored in the table is stored in this form) and other attributes. 

 

Figure 4.3 Node Definition Table Structure 

 

Routing table (as shown in Figure 4.4): preserve the order of logic execution 
between nodes, including the number, the name, the source node, the target node and 

other information.  

 

Figure 4.4 Routing Table Structure 
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Role table (as shown in Figure 4.5): record user groups divided by roles, including 
names, numbers, and descriptions concerning roles. Process definition involves diverse 

roles and assigns the related work executed roles.  

 

Figure 4.4 Role Table Structure 

 

4.1.2 Design of Process Control Model 

Task instance is an execution of process definition as well as one scene realization of 

business.  During the process of instance implementation, preserve the scene of 

process and context relations seems to be of importance. Introduce the token technology 

into the workflow relational system constructed in this paper, store context information; 

pass on among process nodes, reflect dynamically the status of implementation.  

The implementation process may contain several concurrent threads, hence, token, 

the implementation path of process instances, at this time distribute sub tokens for each 

thread, when instances execute on the join node, call back all of sub-tokens and merge 

the implementation path. Consequently, the execution procedure of instances is actually 

a token tree generation and callback process. Token preserve the current process and 

guide its implementation. Process instances activated, the workflow engine creates a 

token under the system, as token reach one task, the engine appoint participants and 

allocate token to the participant, process instances are waiting for participants to carry 

out the tasks. After the end of task, the participate return token to instances. The figure 

4.6 displays Token circulation in the system.   
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Figure 4.6 Token Circulation Diagram 
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Process instance is the representation of the real operation of business, whereas token 

is the current pointer of process instance, by virtue of the object-oriented design method, 

a static structure diagram concerning process control could be created in the following 

Figure 4.7.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.7 Process Control Mode Class Diagram 

 

With process instance start, it requires to preserve instances and Token to the 

database for analyzing and saving of business process operations states. The necessary 

table frame accorded with this system are specified:    

Process instance table (as shown in Figure 4.8): note information of instances, 

consist of the start time, the end time and process state. 

      

Figure 4.8 Process Instances Table Structure 

 

Token table (as shown in Figure 4.9): record operation pointers, which involve the 
present player (“Who” is implementing the current process), begin and end time, current 

instances (belong to which process instance, the present node and the father token (if 

sub-processes appear, a token tree will be generated). 
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Figure 4.9 Token Table Structure 

 

4.1.3 Design of Workflow Engine Interface 

A workflow engine supplies business process runtime environment, the client, 

administration and monitoring tool these components, through the five basic interfaces, 

interact with the workflow management system, and achieve deployment of business 

process and work execution, instances control. In modern times, operating environment 

of enterprise is extremely complex, a wide variety of establishment and application 

technique appears; in order to integrate different applications, in our framework, adopt 

the engine interface announced web services technology, which owns the open 

standards, not only facilitate the use of the accordant engine technical but also simplify 

the programming model. The diagram of engine interfaces shown as follow Figure 4.10. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.10 Workflow Engine Interface 

 

4.2 Construction of Graphic Process Designer 

Graphic process designer is an important part of the workflow management system, is 

mainly to provide users with one abstract and description tool aim at business process, 

allows users to describe conveniently the workflow logic, this tool supports complicated 

process and control logic, and also the design of customer work interface. The main 

features offered by the graphic process designer consists of visualization customize 
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business processes and Graphics interface building of activities and tasks under graphic 

interface, property setting and amending, process definition read, save and deployment.  

The architecture of Process designer can be divided into server and client two parts. 

Server, as the service part of process designer, in charge of receiving a XML file of 

process definition from the client, analyzing it, and save the process definition to the 

database. Server interacts with workflow engines through the deployment interface. The 

main function of the client is to check, modify and design process definition. Client 

gains a defined process definition from the server, parse into the XML file, and then 

display to the user. If the process definition required to be remedied, probably modify in 

the original process then deploy to generate a new version of the definition. If there is a 

new business need to design, the client may offer graphical elements of the process, 

enables the user to achieve visual development, at the end of the process definition 

design, the client interprets graphic elements to generate process definition XML 

documents, so as to realize deployment of process definition. 

Process Designer may adopt the RCP (Rich Client Platform) technology structure 

based on the Eclipse. Eclipse is an open development platform of Java-based tools built 

by the open source community. The Rich Client Platform (RCP) can be treated as a 

component-based technology middleware and infrastructure, embodies extensible 

applications and rich user interface graphics, convenient for rapid application 

construction. Its support of different operating systems and client environment, facilitate 

the diverse platforms transplant; RCP platform supplies the same user interface as the 

local system easy to handle. In addition, the RCP applications run on the client, have 

higher operating efficiency, and without network restrictions.  

The process designer based on RCP provide users with the various graphics elements 

of business process definition, achieve graphical definition and process edit functions, 

enhance the user’s experiences. Take advantage of RCP technology, supply users with 

the different views concerning business processes, from many perspectives, look over, 

edit process definitions; offer a wide range of advanced functions to satisfy the different 

requirements. 

4.3 Process Monitoring and Administration Tool Design 

During workflow management system operation, participates need to supervise and 

control the business process implementation within the workflow engine, this series 

work accomplished by the workflow monitoring and administration tools. The tools 

compromise two parts, one responsible for the operation management, while another in 

charge of record and report, both parts are an indivisible integer.  

Operation manager involves all the WFM-related manipulations, and it unable to 

change the process definition structure. Operation manager contains the following 

functions, like personnel management, resources management of application 

configuration and configuration of execution parameters. Besides these function, for the 

user, management tools also supply management functions within process instances 

executing, possible to suspend, terminate the running process instances or activate the 

suspended instances.  
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  During the workflow is operating, many information request to be recorded and 

stored, which is of importance historical data for management and auditing of the 

workflow. Workflow reporting tools provide he statistics show about these information, 

the supplied function including the average completion time of instances, activities and 

the average waiting time and for processing time of activities, within a certain period of 

time how many tasks or activities finish, and resources using efficiency 

  This system plans to adopt a distributed architecture, process monitoring and 

management tools utilize B/S (Browser/Server) framework to realize, through 

administration and monitoring interface to finish interaction with the workflow engine. 

All the administration and monitoring functions unanimously designed as Java 

components, inject into the Spring Inversion of Control (IoC) container. Spring control 

the dependence between modules to offer a consistent interface. Client show part of 

Java Server Faces (JSF) technology, which realize the Model-View-Controller (MVC) 

model, controller access control function modules managed by Spring to obtain the 

relevant information and inject them into models, updating the content of pages to 

present the system operating conditions. As the user execute management functions, the 

controller accept user’s operation, call the corresponding modules according to the type 

of operation, so as to achieve the administration for workflow system, and feed back 

outcome to users. 

4.4 Building Client Application Tools  

The user of workflow management system is able to via the client progress interaction, 

each user has a work list, and it is a part of the client application. Workflow 

Management System in accordance with its work list shows which jobs need for the 

implementation and who do it. The user login system, get work lists, by choosing a 

work item to execute one work of the process instance. Hereby, on the client, it is 

necessary to maintain every user’s work list that the interactive interface of users and 

the workflow engine. 

When the process instance run on task node, start a work item, assign participants to 

it, and put the task to the user’s work list. After login system, the user is capable of 

choosing tasks in terms of its own properties, place into the personal work list. Client 

application tools should be able to access and gain work lists, display the relevant 

attributes of work items, task execution, suspending and termination these basic 

functions. Definition with regard to the interactive interface of client application tools 

and workflow engines is shown in Figure 4.11.  
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Figure 4.10 Client Interface of Workflow Engine 
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5 Experiments  

5.1 Project Introduction 

As information technology is developing rapidly, the international trade between 

Chinese Construction Corporation, one of large Chinese national enterprises, and 

foreign enterprises become more frequent, and along with increase of the tasks and 

personnel abroad. Therefore, it is extremely necessary to develop a foreign affair 

management system that able to support the business process concerning tasks and staff 

abroad reporting and approval from the Chinese Construction Corporation headquarters 

to its branch sections. However, currently as most of the enterprises in China, the 

Chinese Construction Corporation is still using some old customized applications or 

manual methods to report and censoring the relevant materials or documents, which 

obstruct the normal operation and have a number of problems. These problems include 

the previous system architecture using the obsolete technology, lack of business 

functions support, suchlike: group statistics/inquiry, tasks reminder, etc. functions. In 

addition, because this corporation has a lot of branches, whose geographical location are 

not centralized, reporting and issue a document always waste a lot of time, lead to the 

branch has to wait long time for the outcomes of head company, effect the enterprise’s 

development. 

Hence, in order to adapt to the existing business and accelerate censoring process of 

mission/personnel abroad approval, shorten the waiting time, it requires building a new 

business system for achieve approval function, enhance management and monitoring 

capabilities to guarantee well execution. 

5.2 Requirements 

The system is supposed to cover each level department of the corporation, overseas 

missions and staff censoring circulate and among the various organizations and 

completed under cooperation of the entire structure organization. Otherwise, aim at the 

dispersed geographical location, the system needs to provide online cooperation 

working, fulfill unite and centralized management of business process and data. The 

main functions are as follow: 

Achieve network cooperative work, user via the network to submit tasks and check 

approval process any time. 

Provide operating environment for business approval process, optimizing progress of 

task verification and personnel verification and enhance work efficiency. 

Supply query functions for a wide variety of business statistics and facilitate analysis 

of business data. 
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5.3 Functions 

The basic modules involved the functions of the system:  

1. Application for abroad module 

Tasks approval management: Junior section declares abroad assignments via system, 

and fills out the personnel list for abroad, hands in to Foreign Affairs department for 

censoring and notifies the department of Personnel to verify the employees. Finally 

approved by the department leader then generate the task document of going abroad. 

Personnel department checks the authorized materials of abroad staff handed by 

junior section, and informs the results to Foreign Affairs department. In case the audit is 

incompetent, the application will be rejected, whereas submits the eligible list to 

company director generates the abroad staff documents.   

2. License Management Module  

Passport application management: people who travel abroad for business fill in the 

form for applying passport, personal information form and related forms, and upload to 

Foreign Affairs Department for checking and examining.  

Visa applications management: involve functions of visa information filling, 

materials auditing. Foreign Affairs Department verifies various forms reported by 

abroad staff. Inform the person refill them on condition that they are improper, 

contrarily if all the information is correct, notice the personnel to complete the formal 

form. 

Passport receiving registration: Department of Foreign Affairs records the 

information of staff abroad receiving passport, including persons’ names, license 

number, and the licensing authority.  

Passport returns registration: record the actual return dates of passport;  

Passport inquiry: look up passport receiving and return, etc. information according to 

group or staff’s name or other details.   

3. Group Management Module  

� Groups basic information, maintenance of the visited place information : 

record、modify the basic information such as names of groups, groups 

classification, visited places, departure place and departure date. 

� Group members’ information maintenance: logging various materials of staff 

by Foreign Affairs Department, such as name, sex, date of birth, ID number, 

photo and other information; the information of member does not allow 

changes after submission.  

� Visa result maintenance: logging and amend visa information. 

� Group information inquiry: look up a certain group information, e.g., character 

of groups, the visited country, departure port. 

� Staff information inquiry: query relevant employees’ information. 

4. Foreign Affairs Invitation Module 

� Approval management about invitation of Foreign Affairs: involve reporting 

the invitation information, examination and other functions. 

� Tracking management about invitation of Foreign Affairs: include activities of 

the Foreign Affairs records and query functions. 
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5. Foundation Functions Module 

� User management: the maintenance of the system users basic information, for 

users of the system makes the corrections function. 

� Competence management: by increasing role of system administrator and 

maintenance of information and so on, depending on the business role of the 

distribution of competencies. 

� Organizational structure management: maintain applications in the field of 

organizational information. 

� Data Dictionary: Maintains the initial information of system. 

� Statistics and inquiry: carry through statistics and inquiry of the mission went 

abroad and group information. 

� Business process monitoring and inquiry: Supervise and query the process 

instance concerning tasks and personnel approval, look up the definition of 

business process within management system.  

5.4 System Architecture  

In terms of depiction for system functions, it is easy to recognize that the main target of 

this system is the examination and approval of the staff that go abroad and their 

missions, and the chief function is realization of different levels of staff cooperation 

work with network. In addition, with the social development, approval process will vary 

follow the change national policy, the system needs more extensibility and flexibility. 

Thus, the architecture system is supposed to choose a workflow management system 

based on database, build a business approval and resource sharing platform, achieve 

automatic execution of approval level by level and resources integration, information 

communication and resources among different sections, replace the manual operation; 

system supply business analysis data, effective tracking, analysis and monitoring 

business processes, support administrators to manage business process instances, 

supervise running conditions of system.  

5.5 Business Process Achievement 

5.5.1 Participants Modeling 

Within the system, all the members of the corporation are the participants undertake a 

certain responsibility.  

In order to shorten the gap between the realism of business, the system uses 

role-based authorization and implementation mechanism. Each role involves the user 

groups who take on the same responsibility; it may be an organizational unit or 

probably be any temporary personnel groups, which formed for accomplishing certain 

tasks. During the approved process, the tasks in accordance with business logic are 

assigned to certain role and add into this role’s work-list. User login system, obtain the 

task that belong to his/her role from the work-list, execute the task. Within this system, 
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the allocation mechanism of tasks are based on the roles , users can deal with all 

missions belong to their own roles, with the advantage of reducing the waiting time for 

approval and speeding up the approval process. The system role classification is 

revealed in Table 5.1.  

 

Role/ Post Responsibility 

Secretary of the junior Foreign 

Affairs Section 

Submit abroad tasks to the upper Foreign 

Affairs Dept  

Principal of the superior Foreign 

Affairs Department 

Audit abroad tasks submitted by the junior 

section/ Send out the relevant authorized 

document 

Principal of the superior Personnel  

Department  

Audit the personal & materials information of 

abroad group members submitted by the junior 

section/ Send out the relevant authorized 

document  

 Leader of the enterprise Audit the abroad tasks and groups 

Secretary of the junior Personnel 

Section 

Submit the personal & materials information of 

abroad group members to the upper Personnel 

Dept. 

 

Figure 5.1 Role List of the System 

 

5.5.2 Business Process Definition Modeling 

1. Approval Process Description  

The approval process by and large, as illustrated in Figure 5.2 could be divided into 

Task abroad for business approval process and Personnel abroad for business approval 

process these two main parts. For one thing, the junior foreign affairs section according 

to its condition reports the task abroad to the head department for censoring, then waits 

for the leadership of the company approve. If the leader agrees to the task, the Foreign 

Affairs Department draft out tasks authorized document and transmit these information 

to Personnel Department, then wait for the auditing of the document, until collect both 

the tasks authorized document and personnel authorized document, notify the junior 

section to transact passports and visas to go abroad. For another thing, the junior section 

reports the staff auditing information to the personnel department for censoring, after 

preliminary validation, submit it to the leader until approve of it then send out personnel 

authorized document to the personnel department, then inform the junior section to 

transact passports and visas to go abroad. 
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                    Figure 5.2 Business Main Process 
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2. The Reengineering and Process Definition Modeling  

Figure 5.2 displays the parallel execution of tasks and staff abroad approval, however, 

between the Foreign Affairs Department and the Personnel Department exists an 

interactive wait -- Foreign affairs dept. is waiting for Personnel dept. approve of task 

document while Personnel dept. is waiting for Foreign affairs dept. handling. It is 

undeniably easy to form a delay, slow down the process of dealing with tasks abroad. In 

order to improve efficiency, the reengineering becomes imperative. 

  Due to the problem appears in the interactive place, the logic relations and priority 

should be considered with redesign the process. 

After study the business, easily find the Foreign Affairs Department draft out the 

document before the Personnel department send out the authorized document, the 

approval process for two department is correspondingly independent, consequently, the 

process model is possible to adopt parallel routing. Without waiting for other 

departments to deal with, after the Foreign Affairs department draft the document, it 

will send signal directly to the Personnel department, as receiving the signal, the 

department of Personnel send out tasks document and let the workflow management 

system to inform the junior section the approval condition. The detailed flow chart 

displayed in Figure 5.3.  
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Figure 5.3 Business Process Definitions 

 

5.6 Client Realization 

Client, for users is the entrance of using this foreign affairs approval system. By 

utilizing the method mentioned in Section 4.4, client resorts to B/S (Browser/ Server) 

model. The application runs on the data center of the Enterprise headquarters, user via 

the VPN or Internet access applications to realize the demand of distributed work. 

Client applications use Java technology framework -- struts that implement the MVC 

(Model View Controller) to construct. The client response the user operation, the 
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controller in terms of the user's request calling the corresponding interface, accept return 

values, put return data into the model, shown by the View. User login system, the 

system according to one’s role obtains the related work, places work to the user's 

personal work-item handler. User through the work-item handler checks the 

implementation and completes the relevant operation, such as hand in or rejects tasks. In 

the course of processing tasks, the system based on business logic requires users to 

input personal information, group information and other business data, after submitting 

the work, workflow management system take charge saving business data. When users 

look up tasks, workflow management system could access business data to display for 

the user. 
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6 Conclusions  

This chapter contains a description and an evaluation of the result; which will be 

analyzed to determine if it corresponds to the Goal Criteria defined in Section 1.5, and 

discuss in comparison with the current ones the strength and weakness of the system. 

Here follows some work required to fulfill in the future. 

6.1 Evaluation 

The rapid growth of workflow technology usage and development, currently the popular 

workflow management systems are FlowMart, and Lotus Notes.  

FlowMart belongs to IBM, is a document-based workflow system, by virtue of 

sharing files to complete the task transmission. Thanks to develop early and is more 

mature. The major components: server charge for the interaction with database and 

coordinate the workflow enactment; build-client to supply graphic interfaces for 

designing workflow; Run-client for customers provide work forms the user interface; 

Execute- client provides application interfaces of API invoking manner. However, as 

the result of the increasing importance of the internet, document-based exposes 

weaknesses suchlike the way of singleness, weak functions, etc. especially when handle 

the competitive heterogeneous environment, unable to offer excellent interoperability. 

For example, in the heterogeneous environments, FlowMark do not provide API 

interface, but merely support input of one workflow as the next workflow’s import. On 

the other hand, another related system -- Lotus Notes is developed by IBM Software 

Group as well. Lotus Notes is a collaborative and groupware, relies on its own 

infrastructure, including messaging, directory services, security management, database 

and document management services, to some extend, itself is a complete application 

development environment. Undoubtedly, Lotus Notes is a powerful system, owns 

complex structure, integrates desktop client option for accessing business e-mail, 

calendars and applications, nevertheless due to its strong functions, the prize is too high 

to many enterprises engaged in other industry rather than computer filed.  

In comparison with these two systems, the WFMS that this paper researched on and 

designed, remedies the deficiencies of them, instead of document-based, capitalizes on 

web-based via www series of protocols to fulfill collaboration between tasks and 

provide nice flexibility. Aim to the competitive heterogeneous environments, resorts to 

Java technology based object-oriented design approach to design each component and 

interface within the workflow management system for enhancing system extensibility, 

developing and maintaining easily. For the sake of diminution cost, construct the 

lightweight J2EE framework that is capable to provide integrated web services support, 

simplify programming model and deploy, easy for transplant, maintain, as well as solve 

the complexity and constraints exist in API.  

In addition, this paper through analyses on the base of the workflow reference model 

(of Workflow Management Coalition) and workflow modeling techniques, the 
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requirements discussion, design a workflow management system basically fulfill the 

Coal Criteria : 

1. Introduction and research about the origin and development of the workflow 

technology, and identify workflow technology concepts, the workflow reference model, 

the workflow management system application scene; 

2. Build a lightweight J2EE system architecture, which does not require limiting one 

particular relational database, probably runs without the server, deploys flexibly, adapts 

changeful application environments, as well as increases operating efficiency and 

competitiveness of the enterprises. 

3. This paper study workflow modeling theory, through construe process modeling 

mechanism associated UML activity diagram and its mapping to Petri network, provide 

a design method for achieving visual process editor which based on the RCP technology, 

benefit user handle. 

6.2 Further Development  

Considering the paper merely aims at the construction design of workflow management 

system and the time limitation, there are realization and improvement problems left for 

future work: A) Code implementation, complete the concrete code realization guided by 

the analysis and design illustrated in this paper. B) Optimize modeling function, system 

is supposed to enrich description elements of process for owning the capacity to support 

more complicated business processes. C) Advance analysis capability, offer the new 

business process and the quantitative (completion time, the utilization rate of resources) 

and qualitative (correct, reasonable, etc. or not) analysis after business process changes, 

take advantage of simulation technology simulate the execution of the process, and test, 

amend or reform it. D) Improve exception handling and error recovery capability, 

ensure the system has the ability to handle a number of unusual circumstances, certify 

that the system would not break down when errors occurred, and guarantee the normal 

operation.  
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